Lighter Side
by John Kasun

It’s not like having a baby

T

here are certain things in life that
automatically draw people together.
They can be life experiences or common interests that somehow automatically
draw them together, even though those
people may not actually know each other.
Examples might be members of military
groups, policemen, firemen, cancer survivors and even archers, who share a strong
and invisible bond. Although archers blend
across the lines between target archers,
bowhunters and traditional shooters, we all
share a strong common interest and therefore a common bond. This same mysterious bond is also shared by those of us who have each been
cursed with a kidney stone attack.
While my first kidney stone attack occurred a number of
years ago, on a cold, snowy night in February, it seems like
it just happened yesterday. I was awakened from a sound
sleep by a slight ache in my back. I tossed and turned but
what started out as a small ache soon grew into an intense
burning sensation. I didn’t realize it at the time but I was
experiencing the start of a full blown kidney stone attack. It
wasn’t long before the burning grew into a rip roaring fire
and I found myself on the floor beside the bed, moaning and
rolling around, trying desperately to get away from the pain.
Soon, I could stand it no longer. I awoke my wife and told her
I had to go to the hospital.
Reaching for the phone, she said, “I’ll call the ambulance.”
“No ambulance,” I moaned. “You can drive me.”
It’s a funny thing, men and ambulances. We seem to like
the sound of the siren and the fact that the ambulance can
go through red lights and exceed the speed limit but riding in
one as a patient seems to somehow threaten our manhood.
I wonder: if they let us drive, would that make a difference?
It was about 3 a.m. as my wife navigated the slick streets
toward the local hospital. I was on the passenger’s side of
the car, curled up in a ball on my knees with my head buried
in the seat and my butt firmly pressed against the passenger
window, trying to ease the pain. Anyone who has experienced a kidney stone knows this is the normal position.
Stopping at what I can only assume was a red light, my wife,
peering through the heavily falling snow, asked, “Is anything
coming your way?”
With pain blinding my normally clear thinking, it took
me a moment to grasp the ridiculousness of the situation.
With my face firmly planted in the seat and my butt in the
side window, even if I was Superman and had X-ray vision,
I couldn’t have seen if anything was coming. “OK my way,” I
said, praying that nothing was coming and the hospital was
not much further.

As we approached the emergency room
entrance, I told my wife to drop me off at the
door and park the car so we did not block the
entrance. From previous visits during physical therapy sessions, I knew the entrance was
monitored by cameras and someone would
be out immediately to help. As we pulled up to
the hospital, my wife opened the door, helped
me out and then sped away to park the car. I
was in so much pain that I couldn’t straighten
up but I knew someone would be there to help
in a minute. One minute dragged into two
and was heading to three when I gathered the
strength to twist my neck enough to look up. To
my horror, I found myself standing in front of the employee
entrance door, located about 30 feet from the emergency
room doors. It took all the strength I had to duck waddle
sideways towards the emergency door and into the view of
the cameras. The emergency room doors sprang open and
two sets of white shoes appeared, one on either side, as I felt
two nurses grab my arms. “Stand up; we have you,” one said.
With the pain intensifying, I just wanted to curl into a
ball. “I am standing up,” I replied. “This is as straight as I get.”
I must have looked like a penguin between two handlers as I
waddled into the emergency room.
Shortly, the on-duty doctor diagnosed my condition as
a kidney stone and I was shot full of painkillers, which succeeded in numbing my entire body except for the area over
my kidney, which felt like a red hot molten softball. Over the
next several days, while waiting for the stone to pass, I was
in a constant state of pain while every attending nurse was
eager to explain that the pain of a kidney stone is like giving
birth. It seemed that while there was no immediate solution for the pain, there was no shortage of women who felt
it their personal duty to come from miles around to explain
the relationship between my pain and childbirth. Trust me,
if childbirth felt like a kidney stone, the human race would
have disappeared long ago, as women would have sworn off
of sex and shot any man on sight. While I have total respect
for the medical profession, I know for a fact that the relationship between childbirth and a kidney stone is a myth.
First of all, my bed did not have stirrups but if it had, I
feel certain I would have delivered a baby to get rid of the
pain. Second, it is common for a woman, a year or two after
giving birth, to say something like “It would be nice to have
another baby.” However, anyone who has passed a kidney
stone lives the rest of his or her life in constant fear of that
burning feeling in the lower back. Also, you will never hear
anyone who has passed a kidney stone say, “It’s been about
three years since I passed my last kidney stone; it might be
nice to have another one.”
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new for 2014! forged from the fires of the sun,
nockturnal presents HELIOS, a revolutionary lighted
fletching and nock combination that burns with the
intensity of the sun itself. boasting a 6 vane design at
only 54 grains with a 11/8 diameter, the helios is not
only silent, but extremely accurate and able to shed
light even in the darkest of places.
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